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1. About this document

When to use this target market determination
This target market determination (TMD) seeks to offer consumers, 
distributors, and staff with an understanding of the class of 
consumers for which this product has been designed, having regard 
to the objectives, financial situation and needs of the target market.
This document is not to be treated as a full summary of the product’s 
terms and conditions and is not intended to provide financial advice. 
Consumer must refer to the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) 
and any supplementary documents when making a decision about 
this product.
Please call 1300 300 820 for further information. Consumers may 
also wish to obtain financial advice before joining this product.

Product Disclosure Statement to which this 
target market determination applies
This TMD applies to Vision Super Non-Commutable Account based 
pension as referred to in the following Product Disclosure Statement:

 > Vision Income Streams Product Disclosure Statement

Date from which this target market 
determination is effective
1 January 2023

Date when this target market determination 
will be next reviewed
October 2023

2. Class of customers that 
fall within this target market
The information below summarises the overall class of consumers that fall 
within the target market for the Vision Super Non-commutable Account 
based pension, based on the product key attributes and the objectives, 
financial situation and needs that it has been designed to meet.
Vision Super Non-Commutable Account based pension has been designed 
for consumers whose likely objectives, financial situation, and needs (as 
listed below) are aligned with the product (including the key attributes).
The Vision Super Non-Commutable Account based pension is 
for those who are seeking a flexible way to utilise their retirement 
savings in a low-cost and tax-effective environment while they are 
transitioning to retirement. The product allows members to select from 
a range of investment options.

Age The Vision Super Non-commutable Account 
Based Pension is for people who have reached 
their preservation age and are less than 65 
years of age and have not met some other 
condition allowing them unrestricted access to 
their superannuation savings. 

Product description and key attributes
The key product attributes of the Vision Super Non-Commutable Account 
based pension are: 

 > Access to 5 premixed investment options, and 6 single sector 
options that allows members to mix and match their investments to 
suit their goals.

 > Online and mobile account access using Vision Online and/or the 
Vision Super Mobile App.

 > Members can easily switch products online.
 > A minimum initial investment amount of $10,000 applies unless the 

member selects a Three Bucket Pension, in which case a minimum 
of $50,000 applies.

 > A maximum investment amount of $1.7 million applies.
 > A minimum lump sum withdrawal of $500 applies.
 > Administration fees and costs are charged at 0.35% per annum 

(p.a.). of a member’s account balance (capped at $1,050 p.a.).
 > Investment fees of 0.04% - 0.57% p.a. and transactions costs of 0.00% 

- 0.05% p.a. depending on the selected investment option are charged 
as a percentage of each investment option’s assets p.a. Investment 
fees and costs are taken into account in the calculation of the unit 
prices for the investment options and are therefore reflected in the 
returns allocated to your account through changes in the unit prices.

Objectives, financial situation, and needs 
This product has been designed for individuals who:

 > Want access to a tax-effective income stream as they transition to 
retirement.

 > Want access to flexible income payments (subject to minimum 
drawdown criteria) and to select the frequency of their payments.

 > Are seeking a flexible, tax-effective regular income stream as 
they transition to retirement, whilst benefitting from strong risk-
adjusted returns at a low cost.

 > Seeking the ability to pass any unused capital to their nominated 
beneficiaries in the event of their death.

 > Have sufficient capital to make an initial investment of at least 
$10,000.

 > Able to fund the pension account’s administration, and investment 
fees and costs deducted directly from the pension account.
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The table below sets out the class of customers that each investment option within Vision Super Non-Commutable Account based pension has been 
designed for.

Investment option Designed to meet the needs of members who:

Conservative  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and taxes) the rate of inflation as measured by the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) by 1.0% p.a. over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in a diversified portfolio with a higher exposure to cash and diversified bonds, 
and a lower exposure to equities.

 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 4 years.
 > Are prepared to select a less aggressive asset allocation in exchange for more stability and security.
 > Are willing to accept a low to medium level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 

1 to less than 2 in 20 years.

Balanced  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and taxes) the rate of inflation as measured by the CPI by  
2.0% p.a. over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in a diversified portfolio with exposure to cash, diversified bonds, property, and 
equities.

 > Are prepared to accept a moderate to high risk tolerance.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 5 years.
 > Are willing to accept a medium to high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 

3 to less than 4 in 20 years.

Balanced low cost  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and taxes) the rate of inflation as measured by the CPI by  
2.5% p.a. over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in a diversified portfolio with a moderate exposure to cash and diversified 
bonds, and a higher exposure to equities, while providing a tilt away from carbon-intense companies 
in Australia and International equities versus the applicable benchmark.

 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 7 years.
 > Are prepared to accept a more aggressive asset allocation than the ‘Balanced’ option.
 > Are willing to accept a high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 4 to less 

than 6 in 20 years.

Balanced growth  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and taxes) the rate of inflation as measured by the CPI by  
3.0% p.a. over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in a diversified portfolio with some exposure to cash and diversified bonds, and 
a higher exposure to equities.

 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 6 years.
 > Are prepared to accept a more aggressive asset allocation than the ‘Balanced’ option. This option 

has the potential of providing higher returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 4 to less 

than 6 in 20 years.
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Investment option (continued) Designed to meet the needs of members who:

Growth  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and taxes) the rate of inflation as measured by the CPI by  
3.5% p.a. over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in a diversified portfolio with a high exposure to equities.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 8 years.
 > Are prepared to accept a more aggressive asset allocation than the ‘Balanced growth’ option. This 

option has the potential of providing higher returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 4 to less 

than 6 in 20 years.

Cash  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) the Bloomberg Ausbond Bank Bill Index over 
rolling 3-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest cash in money market securities such as bank term deposits.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of less than 1 year.
 > Are prepared to select a less aggressive asset allocation in exchange for more stability and security.
 > Are willing to accept a very low level of risk and returns that are heavily influenced by the cash rate that 

the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) targets.

Diversified bonds  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) over rolling 5-year periods:
• 50% Bloomberg Ausbond Composite All Maturities Bond Index and 
• 50% FTSE World Government Bond Index ex Australia (hedged in AUD).

 > Are seeking to invest across a range of fixed interest securities in Australia and overseas.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 4 years.
 > Are prepared to select a less aggressive asset allocation in exchange for more stability and security.
 > Are willing to accept a high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 4 to less 

than 6 in 20 years.

Innovation and disruption  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) the MSCI All Countries ex-Australia Net 
Dividends Index, unhedged over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in high growth companies overseas that generally use technology in various 
forms to power their growth.

 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 15 years.
 > Are prepared to accept an aggressive asset allocation which has the potential of providing higher 

returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a very high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 6 or 

greater in 20 years.

International equities  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) the MSCI All Countries World ex Australia 
Net Dividends Index, unhedged over rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in overseas companies usually listed on one or more overseas stock exchanges.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 12 years.
 > Are prepared to accept an aggressive asset allocation which has the potential of providing higher 

returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a very high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 6 or 

greater in 20 years.
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Investment option (continued) Designed to meet the needs of members who:

Australian equities  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index over 
rolling 15-year periods.

 > Are seeking to invest in Australian companies usually listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) 
with allocations to both active and index managers.

 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 12 years.
 > Are prepared to accept an aggressive asset allocation which has the potential of providing higher 

returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a very high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 6 or 

greater in 20 years.

Just shares  > Are seeking to outperform (after fees and before taxes) over rolling 15-year periods:
• 45% S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index and
• 55% MSCI All Countries World ex Australia Net Dividends Index, unhedged.

 > Are seeking to invest in a premixed portfolio of Australian and international equities.
 > Are willing to invest in the option for a minimum investment timeframe of 12 years.
 > Are prepared to accept a more aggressive asset allocation than the ‘Growth’ option. This option has 

the potential of providing higher returns, but also increases the risk of a negative return.
 > Are willing to accept a very high level of risk and the potential for a negative annual return in 6 or 

greater in 20 years.

For more information on Investments, download the Vision Super Income Stream PDS and refer to the investment section. This can be found at 
www.visionsuper.com.au/resources/forms-and-publications

Consistency between target market and the product
The Vision Super Non-Commutable Account Based Pension is likely to be consistent with the likely objectives, financial situation and needs of 
the class of consumers in the target market. This is based on an analysis of the key terms, features and attributes of the product and a finding 
that the objectives, financial situation and needs are consistent with the identified class of consumers.

3. How this product is to be distributed

Distribution channels
This product is designed to be distributed through the following 
means:

 > Directly by Vision Super via an online application form or  
hard-copy application through the PDS.

 > Vision financial advice.

Distribution conditions
This product should only be distributed under the following 
circumstances:

 > Where members are an Australian citizen, New Zealand citizen or 
permanent resident

 > Where members are transitioning to retirement and have reached 
their preservation age and are less than 65 years of age, and have 
not otherwise met a condition giving you unrestricted access to 
your superannuation benefits) but are still working.

Adequacy of distribution conditions and restrictions
The Vision Super Non-commutable Account Based Pension’s distribution conditions and restrictions will make it likely that consumers who 
purchase the product are in the class of consumers for which it has been designed. This is based on an assessment of the distribution conditions 
and restrictions and that they are appropriate and will assist distribution in being directed towards the target market for whom the product has 
been designed.
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4. Reviewing this target market determination
We will review this target market determination in accordance with the below:

Next review By October 2023.

Periodic reviews At least every year.

Review triggers or events Any event or circumstances arise that would suggest the TMD is no longer appropriate. This includes 
(but not limited):

 > A material change to the design or distribution of the product, including related documentation.
 > Occurrence of a significant dealing.
 > Distribution conditions found to be inadequate.
 > External events such as adverse media coverage or regulatory attention.
 > Significant changes in metrics, including, but not limited to, complaints, withdrawals, investment 

performance and product switching rates.
 > Indications that the distribution conditions do not make it likely that the consumers who acquire the 

product are in the target market.
 > The trustee of this product makes a determination for the purposes of s52(9) of the Superannuation 

Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Member Outcomes Assessment) that the financial interests of the 
members who hold this product are not being promoted.

 > Receipt of a Product Intervention Power order from ASIC requiring Vision Super to cease distribution 
of this product.

 > Changes to legislation have come into effect which materially impact the design and distribution of 
the product.

Where a review trigger has occurred, this target market determination will be reviewed within 10 business days.

5. Reporting and monitoring this target market determination
We may collect the following information from our distributors in relation to this TMD.

Complaints Distributors will report all complaints in relation to the product(s) covered by this TMD on a quarterly 
basis (within 10 business days after the end of the calendar quarter). This will include written details of 
the complaints and withdrawals.

Investment performance Investment performance data in relation to the available investment options in the product(s) will be 
monitored on a monthly basis.

Administration fees Administration fee data in relation to the product covered by the TMD will be monitored on a quarterly 
basis.

Member transactional data Member transactional data, including investment switching, investment outflows, and members exiting 
the product. This will be monitored on a quarterly basis.

Significant dealings Distributors will report if they become aware of a significant dealing in relation to this TMD within 10 
business days.
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Here to help
Telephone 1300 300 820 (8:30am to 5:00pm)

Monday – Friday (not including Victorian public holidays)

Email memberservices@visionsuper.com.au

Visit www.visionsuper.com.au

Write PO Box 18041, Collins Street East, VIC 8003 

ABN 50 082 924 561    AFSL 225054
RSE L0000239    USI 24496637884020


